
PHIL*6740 

Philosophy of Biology 

Second reflection questions for in-class discussion on September 24th 

based on Chapters %,6, 11 & 13 of Theory and Reality 

1. One might argue that Khunian scientific revolutions arise out of the HD method.  On this view, 

the “right stimulus” for theory change (see Theory and Reality, pg. 83) is, in Popperian terms, a 

failed prediction. Likewise, the resulting paradigm shift is simply the abandonment of some 

hypothesis, albeit a central or important one. Based on Godfrey-Smith’s interpretation of Khun 

in chapters 5 & 6, do you accept or reject this way of framing Khun’s account of theory change? 

 

2. Last week we briefly discussed the meaning of ‘hypothesis.’ Some participants suggested that 

hypotheses necessarily posit causal mechanisms. To many philosophers of science this will seem 

like an arbitrary requirement, since so many scientific hypotheses (historically) were neutral on 

mechanisms.  How would Khun approach this issue? (See Godfrey-Smith’s discussion of causal 

explanation on page 93).  Is his solution satisfactory? Does it provide guidance on how 

hypotheses should be framed? Do scientists need guidance on this issue?  

 

3. Chapter 11 outlines a motivation system in which individual scientists are in pursuit of notoriety. 

Progress and truth are thought to emerge out of this ultimately self-interested endeavor, 

resembling Adam Smith’s invisible hand in economics.  Does this account of science seem 

descriptively accurate to you? Normatively, does this model seem like a good account of how 

science ought to be structured?  

 

4. Theories of explanation attempt to give an account of what makes some scientific statements or 

models explanatory.  Usually, they attempt to identify a single property shared by all and only 

good scientific explanations. One candidate is deductive validity + truth. Another is accurate 

description of causation. A third model identifies “unification” as the key property of 

explanation.  

 

What are some problems with the causal model of explanation? Are those problems solved by 

the unification model? If so, how?   

 

  


